Title: Distributed Ledger Technology meets Enterprise-grade Infrastructures

When: Friday, December 15th, 2 PM

Where: Conference Room, DIBRIS, Via Dodecaneso 35, III floor


Abstract:

Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies have been on the radar of all tech gurus for quite some time now. Some say it will give more autonomy to a final user and disintermediate some important service providers; some say it will greatly improve business process and add quality to inter-business mechanisms. The Distributed Ledger Technology is quite complex and there is still a lot to learn about it and about its possible applications.

During the seminar we will focus on a particular type of the Distributed Ledger - the permissioned one, having a closer look at its main features and implications. We will talk about Enterprises, Financial Institutions and Banks and their approach to DLT topic. How to build a DLT-enabling infrastructure service that matches business needs and gives the Clients a head start at working with distributed applications. We will follow all the way from understanding Clients’ needs and defining the requirements to designing the architecture and presenting its viable concept.
SIA is European leader in the design, creation and management of technology infrastructures and services for Financial Institutions, Central Banks, Corporates and the Public Sector, in the areas of payments, cards, network services and capital markets.